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A B S T R A C T

A study of the nanoscale crystallinity of anodized TiO2 nanotubes is reported with the aim of demonstrating its
influence on the localized optical and electronic properties of the structure. By employing scanning transmission
electron microscopy, coupled with electron energy loss spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction and electron energy fil-
tered jump-ratio imaging to probe changes in the electron near edge fine structure of the Ti L3,2 ionization edge,
it is found that nanotubes annealed at 450 °C in air for 3 h crystallize in the anatase polymorph along their walls,
with the underlying thick oxide barrier layer being predominantly rutile. An increase in annealing temperature
to 600 °C results in the co-existence of anatase and rutile along the nanotube length with the nanotube top and
bottom showing crystallization in anatase and rutile, respectively. Valence EELS shows that the localized energy
band-gap is inconsistent along the nanotube length, deviating between that typically measured for anatase
(3.2 eV) and rutile (3.0 eV). The obtained band-gap of 3.21 eV at the nanotube top and 3.44 eV at nanotube
bottom is attributed to the co-existence of anatase and rutile phases even at a low annealing temperature of
450 °C.

1. Introduction

A broad range of applications incorporate one-dimensional (1D)
nanostructured forms of TiO2 containing both rutile and anatase crys-
talline phases [1–4]. Of particular interest is highly ordered anodized
TiO2 nanotubes (ATNTs) [5,6], which have been vigorously studied for
their high surface area and one-dimensional nature that act as efficient
charge collectors with 1D pathways in applications for renewable en-
ergy sources [7–8], energy scavenging [9] and energy storage as bat-
teries [10]. Although the formation mechanism during the anodization
process is well documented, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1(a) and
(b), a holistic description of the crystallinity throughout the nano-
tubular structure is non-evident, even though it has been shown to exist
as a hybrid anatase/rutile structure upon annealing [11–13]. Scanning
transmission electron microscopy coupled electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (STEM-EELS) provides a fundamental means of detecting and
quantifying the valence states in transition metal-oxides [14–16], as
well as the localized electronic structure-related optical behavior, or the
so-called opto-electronic properties, such as the bandgap [17,18]. In
addition, modern STEM-EELS set-ups in aberration corrected trans-
mission electron microscopes are now capable of collecting elemental
maps with atomic resolution [19–21], as well as detecting individual

atoms in materials and producing elemental maps of impurities in low
concentrations [22–26]. Each polymorph of a particular crystal exhibits
a unique EELS profile, thereby allowing the technique to be suitably
used as a profiling mechanism to identify each structure on the sub-
micron to nanoscale. In turn, by knowing these fundamental properties
on these scales, a clear deduction of how they influence the bulk
crystallinity, for example, can be elucidated. In a typical EELS spectrum
the local environment of the metallic and oxygen atoms is characterized
by a fine structure of the onset of the respective ionization edges. This is
known as electron energy-loss near edge fine structure (ELNEFS).
During ELNEFS analyses the L3,2 line-shapes of the 3d transition metals
contain information about the valence state, as well as the coordination
and site symmetry of the central atom [14,15]. The L3 edge originates
as a result of electron transitions from the inner 2p3/2 orbitals to empty
3d orbitals in the metal, whereas the L2 edge originates from 2p1/2→ 3d
electron transitions. In the case of TiO2 the fine-structure of the L3,2
edges mainly reflect the covalent bonding states resulting from direct
and/or indirect interactions between O and Ti atoms. To understand the
ELNEFS signals of either rutile or anatase, a detailed discussion of the
respective space groups is required. Both systems are tetragonal with
rutile containing six atoms per unit cell, anatase twelve and the Ti atom
being coordinated to six oxygen atoms; in turn, each oxygen atom is
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coordinated to three Ti atoms. The oxygen octahedron around the ti-
tanium atom is slightly distorted and in both cases two Ti-O distances
are slightly greater than the other four. This is accompanied by either
some or all of the O-Ti-O bond angles deviating from 90°, which lowers
the local point-group symmetry around the Ti atom from Oh to D2h in
rutile and Oh to D2d in anatase. Rutile and anatase differ in structure by
the secondary coordination of the TiO6 octahedra: in rutile two edges
are shared and in anatase four. The two lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals of rutile are mostly Ti 3d and O 2p in nature, which separate
into a threefold t2g and twofold eg orbitals known as the crystal field
orbitals. In perfect Oh symmetry (i.e. in the absence of the TiO6 octa-
hedron distortion), these two orbitals will be manifested in two distinct
levels, i.e. L2 and L3 with their maxima separated by 4.5 eV. However,
the D2h symmetry of rutile results in the splitting of t2g into b3g, ag and
b2g sub-orbitals, whereas the eg band split into b1g, and ag levels. Si-
milarly, the L2 and L3 ionization edges of anatase also split into
threefold t2g and two fold eg suborbitals [27–30]. Example spectra of
these ionization edges will be presented elsewhere in this manuscript.

Stayanov et al. [31] used ELNEFS measurements in combination
with density functional theory calculations to quantify the valence
state, local site coordination, as well as the concentration of crystalline
versus amorphous phases present in powdered forms of TixOy poly-
morphs. It was shown that the effects of polyhedra distortions for oxides
with mixed Ti3+/Ti4+ valence states, i.e. Ti4O7 and Ti5O9, result in a
prominent pre-peak in the Ti L3 edge. In addition, a systematic chemical
shift of the Ti white lines of up to 2 eV per valence state was noticed,
with the ELNEFS signal of the corresponding oxygen K edge being
sensitive to covalent bonding in all the analyzed oxides. Bertoni et al.
[32] used EELS to quantify the amorphous and crystalline phases of
mesoporous TiO2 by fitting a superposition of core-loss edges using a
maximum likelihood method with measured reference spectra. The
study showed that the absolute amount of crystalline phases in the
specimen can be determined to an accuracy below 5%, with the tech-
nique also allowing for the quantification of the amorphous content in
the structure, unlike X-ray powder diffraction. ATNTs offer a complex,
yet interesting network of intercalated nano-crystals of TixOy, com-
pacted in tube form, separated by weakly interacting Van der Waals
forces [33]. As is the case for most nanocrystals, this intertwined net-
work of crystallites, predominantly anatase and rutile in nature, offer
intricate localized properties, often causing uncertainty around their
effect on the measured bulk properties. In particular, a clear under-
standing of how the inhomogeneous ATNT crystallinity affects the lo-
calized opto-electronic properties, which are crucial to quantify before
application in the broad spectrum of devices often reported, remains
largely unexplored. On the few publications exploring this broad topic,
Akita et al. [34] showed by means of EELS that the crystalline structure
of hydrothermally synthesized nanotubes differed subtly to that of the
bulk anatase and/or rutile TiO2 structure. Regonini et al. [35] decon-
voluted Ti L3,2 ionization edges of ATNTs fabricated with varying water

concentrations, to show that both Ti2+ and Ti3+ states are present in
the sample in addition to the Ti4+ valence of rutile and anatase. From
these studies it is evident that more insights are required to interpret
the ELNEFS of TiO2 nanotubes. As such, in this contribution STEM-EELS
coupled with energy filtered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM)
imaging and elemental analyses form the core investigative tools to
probe the nano-scale properties of TiO2 nanotube arrays. Three dif-
ferent regimes of electrolyte solutions are used for nanotube synthesis
during the study, which allows for different nanotube growth rates,
ultimately yielding different morphological structures. These differ-
ences in nanotube structure, in turn, offer distinct architectures for
crystal formation upon subsequent annealing of the nanotubes at either
450 or 600 °C in air at atmospheric pressure.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Synthesis of one-dimensional TiO2 nanotube arrays in different
electrolyte compositions

An acidic, aqueous based electrolyte solution (electrolyte 1,
pH=2.61) was prepared by dissolving 0.14mol/l of sodium fluoride
(NaF) salt in 97 vol% deionized water followed by room temperature
magnetic stirring for 5min. During the stirring process, 0.5 mol/l of
phosphoric acid (H3PO4) was added to the solution. A second electro-
lyte (electrolyte 2, pH=7.47) consisted of 1.0mol/l of NaF dissolved
in 2 vol% deionized water and 97 vol% of glycerol. The solution was
rigorously stirred 60 °C for 20min and allowed to cool to room tem-
perature prior to anodization. The final electrolyte (electrolyte 3,
pH=7.67) was prepared by dissolving 0.14mol/l of ammonium
fluoride (NH4F) in 2 vol% deionized H2O before adding 97 vol% of
polyethylene glycol (PEG). The solution was once more stirred at 60 °C
for 20min and allowed to cool to room temperature before use. All
chemicals used were of chemical grade, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(Pty) Ltd, South Africa.

The TiO2 nanotube arrays were grown by immersing 50 µm thick
titanium foil (Ti, 99.99% purity, Goodfellow, United Kingdom) in the
three different electrolyte regimes at various anodization potentials and
time. Prior to synthesis, the Ti foils were sectioned into 1× 1.5 cm2

rectangles, washed in a successive baths of methanol, ethanol and
isopropanol under ultrasonic bath agitation, followed by drying in a dry
nitrogen stream. A platinum mesh, of 1×1.5 cm2 dimension, was used
as the counter electrode for all experiments. For each electrolyte system
a parametric study was performed to obtain the optimized growth
conditions, yielding repeatable nanotube morphologies; Table 1 sum-
marizes these conditions for each system. All nanotubes were annealed
at 450 and 600 °C for 3 h in air at atmospheric pressure, post anodi-
zation.

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up used in this work to synthesize ATNTs and the growth model as discussed in [4].
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2.2. Sample characterization

The morphology of the nanotubes was studied with a Zeiss Auriga
field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM), operated
at 5 kV and employing an in-lens secondary electron detector at
working distances below 5mm for high resolution imaging. The crys-
tallinity of the nanotubes was studied with x-ray diffraction (XRD),
recorded with a PANalytical X'Pert Pro diffractometer, operated at
45 kV and 40mA at the source. Copper Kα1 radiation with a wavelength
of 0.154 nm was used as the x-ray source. The atomic structure was
studied with an FEI Tecnai F30 field-emission gun transmission electron
microscope (FEG-TEM) operated at 300 kV and equipped with a
Fischione high angular annular dark field (HAADF) detector for high Z-
contrast imaging in STEM mode using an electron probe size between
0.1 and 0.2 nm. A Gatan Image Filter (GIF-Tridiem) was used to record
the electron energy loss spectra in STEM mode at an energy resolution
and dispersion of 0.8 eV and 0.2 eV/channel, respectively. A STEM
convergence angle of 3.33mrad and collection angle of 8.87mrad were
used for all experiments.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 compares top- and side-view SEM micrographs of the ATNTs
synthesized using the three electrolyte systems listed in Table 1. From
the top-view images the average nanotube diameter and wall-thick-
nesses were determined, whereas the cross-sectional images allowed for
measurement of the nanotube lengths; the results are listed in Table 2.
As shown, anodization in type 2 and 3 electrolytes, for longer periods
yields nanotubes with high aspect ratios compared to those obtained
when using acidic electrolyte 1 at shorter synthesis times. Synthesis in
these electrolytes at the same anodization time and voltage as the re-
gime 3 electrolyte yielded inconsistent growth. This is ascribed to the
slow, constant growth rate of nanotubes as a result of the low diffusion
rate of fluoride ions in the highly viscous PEG and glycerol electrolytes.
The longer synthesis periods also allow for the formation thicker oxide
layers, which is in turn continuously etched into a pit network and
ultimately into longer nanotubes [8]. In contrast, even though it is
known that organic electrolytes with reduced water concentrations
below 5 vol% yield nanotubes of lengths exceeding 10 µm, the nano-
tubes synthesized in electrolyte 2 yielded the shortest lengths of the
organic electrolytes employed. This is attributed to a lower donation of

Table 1
Optimized conditions for repeatable synthesis of TiO2 NWs in different electrolyte regimes.

pH Electrolyte composition Voltage (V) Time (h)

Electrolyte 1 2.61 0.14mol/l NaF+0.5 mol/l H3PO4+ 97 vol% H2O 30 3
Electrolyte 2 7.47 1.0 mol/l NaF+ 2 vol% H2O+97 vol% glycerol 60 4
Electrolyte 3 7.67 0.14mol/l NH4F+ 2 vol% H2O+97 vol% PEG 60 24

Fig. 2. Top and cross-sectional SEM micrographs with histograms of the diameter and nanotube length: (a)-(b) regime 1, (c)-(d) regime 2 and (e)-(f) regime 3
electrolytes.
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O2− species from the glycerol rich electrolyte, subsequently resulting in
thinner oxide layer formation and hence faster barrier breakdown,
thereby leading to termination of the nanotube growth [36]. A further
contributing factor is the incorporation of organic components from the
electrolyte into the oxide film, which reduces the permittivity of the
oxide layer and increases its dielectric breakdown potential [37].

The use of a high anodization potential and fluoride concentration
in type 2 electrolytes, greatly enhance breakdown of the formed oxide
layer, in an attempt to minimize the foreign ion incorporation, and
could explain the resultant narrower diameters shown in Fig. 2. At
closer inspection it is also apparent that TiO2 nanotubes synthesized in
the glycerol based electrolyte have smoother side-walls compared to
those obtained from type 1 and 3. This is attributed to local acidifica-
tion [11,13] at the tube bottom that increases the dissolution rate of the
formed compact layer. A further interesting feature is the bunching/
branching of the nanotubes when synthesized in glycerol based elec-
trolytes. Branching of TiO2 nanotubes during anodization in glycerol
electrolytes has been reported by Anitha et al. [38] who employed a
two-step potentiostatic anodization method and ascribed the occur-
rence to the different ramping rates used during synthesis. One possible
explanation for the observed structures of Fig. 2(c) and (d) may lie in
the smaller nanotube pore diameter and wall thicknesses, shown in
Table 2. The smaller pores are directly linked to the pit sizes, as dis-
cussed above, which in turn, are driven by the diffusion coefficient of
the electrolyte system used. In this case, when using the glycerol
system, a much higher areal density of nanotubes is obtained, as shown
by Fig. 2(c), which subsequently yield the bunched ropes of nanotubes.
As a result of this high density and the continuous etching of the oxide
layer, the available space for continuous oxide formation becomes
limited and since saturation is not yet attained, alternative pathways of
etching are found, subsequently leading to the branched nanotube
structures.

The XRD patterns of Fig. 3(a) show that annealing at 450 °C in air
for 3 h leads to crystallization of the NTs into anatase TiO2 (JCPDS
00–001–0562), with preferred growth direction along 〈101〉. Low in-
tensity diffraction of rutile TiO2 (JCPDS #00–001–1292) are also no-
ticed, emanating from the (110), (101) and (211) planes at 2θ=27.50,
36.14 and 54.21˚, respectively. In contrast, annealing at 600 °C sees the
rutile phase becoming more prominent with a preferred orientation
along 〈110〉 at 2θ=27.50° noted for all three regimes of synthesis. The

anatase unit cell is of the I41/amd spacegroup with theoretical unit cell
dimensions a= b=0.373 nm, c=0.937 nm and unit cell vo-
lume=130.36× 10−3 nm3, whereas rutile has a P42/mnm spacegroup
with unit cell dimensions of a= b=0.458 nm, c=0.295 nm and unit
cell volume=61.88× 10−3 nm3. The relative percentage of rutile to
anatase is shown in Table 2; this was determined by comparing the
relative integrated area under the rutile (110) peak to the total in-
tegrated area of the rutile (110) and anatase (101) diffraction peaks.
Peaks from the remnant titanium foil used during anodization are also
observed and labeled accordingly in Fig. 3. A study of the anatase and
rutile unit cell parameters, as listed in Table 2, shows a linear increase
in the anatase unit cell volume, mainly caused by an increase in the
length of c; the a/c ratio decreases from 0.456 for electrolyte 1 to 0.395
for NTs synthesized in electrolyte 3. The rutile cell parameters show no
obvious change in size or unit cell parameters for any of the three
different synthesis conditions, when annealed at 450 °C. This is attrib-
uted to the low rutile content in the sample, with very small crystallite
size as shown in Table 2, packed in-between the prevailing anatase
network of large crystallite size (> 40 nm in diameter). The crystallite
sizes are calculated using the modified Williamson-Hall method re-
ported by Mote et al. [39]. At further inspection it is also found that the
anatase size linearly increases with aspect ratio, whereas insignificant
change in rutile size is noted. This is attributed to the fact that during
initial crystal formation, the small rutile crystallites form the seed layer
for anatase structure formation [40,41], with the larger anatase unit
cells subsequently packing in the tetragonal packing arrangement,
which may be considered as a special distorted hexagonal close pack
arrangement, to form the side walls of the nanotubes. These attributes
also can be used to explain the differences in anatase-to-rutile crystal-
line volume fractions determined and listed in Table 2. Of course, the
rate of oxide breakdown and subsequent nanotube growth termination,
as controlled by the different diffusion rates in the various electrolytes
as well as anodization voltage employed, once more determine the size
of wall thickness as tabulated in Table 2.

As shown, at 600 °C the rutile content markedly increases, but as the
case when annealed at 450 °C, no obvious change in unit cell para-
meters or volume are detected. In contrast, the anatase crystal structure
now also shows negligible change in parameter or volume of the unit
cell for the three respective electrolyte synthesis conditions. As shown
at the bottom of Table 2, the average rutile crystallite sizes are almost

Table 2
Morphological and structural properties of the ATNTs synthesized in different electrolytes.

Parameter Electrolyte 1 Electrolyte 2 Electrolyte 3

Diameter (nm) 133.77 ± 19.04 57.42 ± 14.44 123.98 ± 19.38
Wall thickness (nm) 20.20 ± 5.18 27.83 ± 1.72 18.25 ± 1.84
Length (nm) 554.99 ± 60.30 2102.25 ± 142.16 8360.70 ± 148.07
Aspect ratio 4.15 36.61 67.44
Annealed at 450 °C
Anatase a, c (nm) 0.387; 0.849 0.382; 0.911 0.378; 0.958
Anatase cell volume (x 10−3 nm3) 127.15 132.94 136.88
a/c ratio 0.456 0.419 0.395
Anatase crystallite size (nm) 40.39 ± 1.01 nm 58.06 ± 1.45 nm 58.08 ± 3.45 nm
Rutile a, c (nm) 0.459; 0.300 0.456; 0.304 0.460; 0.300
Rutile cell volume (x 10−3 nm3) 63.20 62.21 63.48
a/c ratio 1.530 1.500 1.533
Rutile crystallite size (nm) 11.96 ± 0.30 nm 10.08 ± 0.25 nm 10.07 ± 0.1 nm
Rutile/anatase relative% 21.26/78.74 3.42/96.58 8.35/91.65
Annealed at 600 °C
Anatase a c (nm) 0.378; 0.926 0.378; 0.931 0.378; 0.942
Anatase cell volume (x 10−3 nm3) 132.31 133.03 134.60
a/c ratio, 0.408 0.406 0.401
Anatase crystallite size (nm) 58.08 ± 1.45 nm 47.43 ± 1.19 nm 47.41 ± 1.19 nm
Rutile a, c (nm) 0.457; 0.297 0.457; 0.297 0.459; 0.296
Rutile cell volume (x 10−3 nm3) 62.03 62.03 62.36
a/c ratio 1.539 1.539 1.551
Rutile crystallite size (nm) 73.87 ± 1.85 nm 73.85 ± 0.25 nm 56.74 ± 1.42 nm
Rutile/anatase relative% 57.92/42.08 65.63/34.37 51.41/48.59
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seven times greater upon annealing at 600 °C compared to 450 °C,
whereas the anatase sizes remain largely unchanged. This suggests that
an annealing temperature of 600 °C allows for a full evolution of the
crystal growth of the nanotubes into a stable rutile/anatase hybrid
phase. The transformation of anatase to rutile is explained by Varghese
et al. [41], who ascribed the phenomenon at high annealing tempera-
ture to the spatial disturbance of the oxygen and shifting of the majority
of Ti4+ ions by breaking two of the six Ti-O bonds to form new bonds.
Moreover, it is stated that rutile nucleation occurs at the interface be-
tween two contacting anatase crystals, ultimately resulting in the
transformation of smaller anatase grains into large rutile crystals with a
growth preference along the nanotube length rather than laterally
across the thick oxide layered bottom; this well-explains the calculated
grain sizes and unit cell parameters at 600 °C in Table 2.

The expected Ti L3,2 and O K-edge shapes when bonded in anatase
and rutile are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively, as studied by
Stoyanov et al. [31]. General line-shapes of these edges when bonded in
amorphous TiO2 and other nanostructured titania can be found in
[27–30, 42]. As shown in Fig. 4(a) the Ti L3,2 ELNEFS for both anatase
and rutile (valency=Ti4+) are split into two distinct peaks, namely L3
on the lower energy side and L2 on the high energy loss end, separated
by about 5 eV. The L3 and L2 white lines are further split into doublets
labelled a, b, c, and d, with (a, a’) and (b, b’) forming the L3 edge,
whereas the L2 edge comprises of (c,d) doublet. The doublets (a, a’) and
c originate from the t2g vibrational state, whereas (b, b’) and d peaks are
ascribed to the eg energy states. Evident from Fig. 4(c) to (e), when
probing the Ti L3,2 line-shapes along the nanotube length, different
crystal field splitting behavior of the individual L3 and L2 white-lines’
respective eg and t2g sub-bands, as indicated by the arrows, are noticed
when probing from the bottom (position 1) to the top (position 4) of the
tubes. The data presented in Fig. 4 are of nanotubes annealed at 600 °C
for 3 h in air at atmospheric pressure. At closer inspection of Ti L3,2 line-
shape at position 4 of Fig. 4(c) it is found that the t2g band of the L3 and
L2 edges appear as shoulders (indicated by arrows) on the lower energy
side of the eg band with energy separation of 1.7 eV; this is indicative of
rutile according to Fig. 4(a) and in agreement with the XRD data of
Fig. 3(c). Towards the bottom of the nanotube, at position 2 of Fig. 4(c),
it is noted that the L3-edge develops an eg shoulder on the high energy-
loss side, which is characteristic of anatase and hints at the coexistence
of an anatase/rutile phase. At position 1 the width of the L3 and L2
peaks increases due to the negligible difference in intensity of the
constituent t2g and eg sub-bands and as a result the characteristic crystal
field splitting of neither anatase nor rutile is observed. This observation
is ascribed to the co-existence of anatase and rutile, as well as the
presence of amorphous tissue, as observed in TEM micrographs (not
shown) in the thick oxide layer that forms the seed layer for nanotube
crystal growth. A similar trend is observed in the nanotubes synthesized
using type 2 electrolytes in Fig. 4(d). In this case, however, a look at the

L3,2 signal of position 1 at the nanotube bottom, shows a slight differ-
ence to the corresponding shape of Fig. 4(c). A clear splitting of the L3
and L2 edges into the t2g and eg shoulder edges are observed. It is also
discriminable from the EELS spectra of position 5, that t2g of the L2-edge
appears as a shoulder on the low energy side of the eg band which
reveal the presence of rutile crystals, whereas the L3 still possesses the
dual shoulder characteristic. Towards the nanotube bottom (position
9), the dual shoulder effect is observed to have initiated also on the L2-
edge resulting in a flat plateau shape, which is an indication of a mixed-
phased oxide structure of the TiO2 nanotube. It can be speculated that
the occurrence of the t2g band on the high energy side at the nanotube
top (position 1) is indicative of the dominance of anatase phase,
whereas towards the nanotube tube bottom it may be ascribed to the
rutile dominance. No tangible information on the crystallographic
structure could be obtained from the O-K edge shown in Fig. 4(d) due to
the poorly-resolved crystal-field splitting. However, it is observed that
the O K-edge exhibit changes in line shapes towards the bottom of the
nanotube, thus this could be indicative of variations in chemical bond
lengths and distortion of the octahedra of the two crystal phases [42].
The findings of the EELS results in Fig. 4(c) to (e) are further sub-
stantiated by the electron diffraction results of a single nanotube,
shown in Fig. 4 (f, g). The diffraction pattern collected at the nanotube
bottom mostly exhibits the amorphous character associated with the
thick oxide layer, but with a distinct ring pattern of the rutile (101)
plane also clearly visible as the only crystalline feature in this region of
the structure. Probing further along the nanotube length shows an in-
crease in diffraction in the middle and anatase domination at the na-
notube top, in agreement with the deductions made from the energy
loss fine structure of Fig. 4(c), (d) and (e).

The inhomogeneous crystalline nature of the ATNTs synthesized in
the three different electrolytes influence the measured optical proper-
ties of the structure, in particular the bandgap. Using electron micro-
scopy, this can be achieved by means of valence EELS, or so called
VEELS. It must be noted, however, that the use of VEELS in elucidating
the optical properties of nanostructures, in the absence of a mono-
chromatic electron source, is very difficult due to the extended tail of
the zero loss peak (ZLP). Various methods, both mathematical and ex-
perimental, have been developed over the years to remove the tail of
the ZLP from low loss EELS spectra, with various success. In this study,
the ZLP was removed by collecting a low loss EELS spectrum in vacuum
(i.e. in the absence of a specimen) and then mathematically subtracting
it from the eventual low loss spectrum, in accordance with the method
developed by Potapov et al. [43], which states that the bandgap can be
measured at the intersection as shown in Fig. 5. For a single nanotube
synthesized in regime 1 type electrolytes and subsequently annealed at
600 °C for 3 h, the VEELS signal was collected at 8 strategic positions
along the length of the structure as shown in Fig. 5(a), with the re-
sultant low loss spectrum with the ZLP removed according to [43]

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the ATNTs (a) as-synthesized; (a) annealed at 450 and (b) 600 °C for 3 h in air at atmospheric pressure.
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shown in Fig. 5(b). From the intersection of these spectra with the
vacuum collected ZLP shape, it is found that the bandgap indeed varies
along the nanotube length, with a value of 3.44 eV determined for re-
gions near the nanotube bottom and 3.21 eV near the nanotube top.
Anatase typically has an optical bandgap of 3.2 eV, whereas pure rutile

has a gap of 3.0 eV [44]; as such the values obtained from the VEELS
data in Fig. 5(b) can be ascribed to the mixed crystalline phases of
anatase and rutile present in a single anodized TiO2 nanotube as found
by the ELNEFS data of Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. (a) Ti L3,2 and (b) O K edges of different TiO2 polymorphs [28]; (c) – (e) Ti L3,2 and O K edges along the length of individual TiO2 NTs; (f) STEM-HAADF image
with areas selected using a 200 nm selected area aperture for electron diffraction indicated, (g) the corresponding SAED patterns.
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4. Conclusions

Synthesis of TiO2 nanotubes in low and highly viscous electrolytes
yield morphologies with different wall structures due to the different
rates of oxide breakdown. Subsequent annealing at 450 and 600 °C in
air at atmospheric pressure crystallizes the nanotubes in anatase and
rutile rich crystals respectively. Electron energy loss studies, however,
show that individual nanotubes are not exclusively either rutile or
anatase, but rather exist in a mixed phase nature along the nanotube
length. VEELS studies show that the mixed phase nature of individual
nanotubes lead to a variance in the measured bandgap along the length
of the nanotube.
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